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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

Multi-robot systems are an important research topic in wide area coverage applications 

such as hazardous waste clean-up, bomb detection, surveillance, and search and rescue missions. 

They can work in parallel and complete tasks faster than a single robot. Communications can 

support cooperation to speed up execution, reduce duplication, and 

 prevent interference. Communication among team members is achieved explicitly or implicitly. 

 In explicit communication, messages are intentionally transmitted and received from robot to 

robot. In implicit communication, robots observe the environment and other robot actions. 

Although many systems use explicit communications, in exploration of large, open areas (e.g. 

stadiums and parks), persistent intra-team digital communications is not guaranteed. Therefore, 

alternative approaches that do not rely upon message passing throughout exploration are needed. 

Novel contributions of overcoming communication limitations in wide area coverage 

include: (1) insight on how information shared between robots that are close has more influence 

on immediate action selection than information shared between robots that are farther apart. 

Spatial and temporal locality can be instrumental in determining relevance in subsequent action 

selection; (2) an approach in which observation leverages spatial and temporal locality to infer 

state rather than rely on digital messaging; and (3) an approach in which robots use spatial 

rendezvous to exchange information instead of continuously passing messages. Robots explore 

an environment in sectors, or designated areas, and periodically meet to communicate map 

information of what they explored. Simulations and physical experiments were conducted and 
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results suggest both approaches can serve as alternatives to cooperation based on continuous 

point-to-point communications. 
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This dissertation addresses the problem of coordinating a team of robots performing a cover-

age task of a wide open area under the condition that persistent intra-team digital communication

is not guaranteed. Wide area coverage is considered becausemany applications such as search

and rescue, surveillance, toxic waste cleanup, and planetary exploration require coverage of large

unknown environments. Typically, in such tasks, wireless point-to-point communications is used

to coordinate robots. However, environmental interference, unpredictable network conditions, and

distances between robots can affect the reliability of wireless communication. Therefore, cooper-

ation paradigms that do not rely on continuous message passing are investigated.

1.1 Motivation

Generally, researchers agree that deploying multirobot systems rather than a single robot can

be advantageous in coverage applications. Deploying multiple robots instead of a single robot can

increase robustness and fault tolerance by allowing redundancy. While single-robot systems are

spatially limited, multi-robot systems are able to spread out and work in parallel. Also, multiple

robots can be useful in tasks that require considerable amount of resources and capabilities that may

be too complex for a single robot. Although multirobot systems are essential in many applications,

there are challenges in implementing such systems so that they complete tasks effectively.

1.1.1 Differences Between Explicit and Implicit Communications

To complete coverage tasks so that effort is not duplicated,a robot team must work cooper-

atively. In cooperative multi-robot teams, communicationcan speed up completion, reduce du-

plication, and prevent interference between robots. Communication among team members can
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be achieved explicitly or implicitly. In explicit communications, messages are deliberately trans-

mitted and received from robot to robot. Some approaches usemessages for synchronous action

selection based on maximizing global utility. Other approaches are asynchronous allowing robots

to use messages to share state and intent. In contrast, implicit communication allows robots to

leverage observations of behaviors of other robots or the environment to infer state and intent.

1.1.2 Limitations of Explicit Communications

The efficiency of explicit communications is subject to the limitations of the communications

network. For example, performance is affected by message latency [1] and limited bandwidth [2].

If team members are exchanging large amount of data, then there is a risk of receiving incomplete

information. In addition, communications in tasks such as surveillance or hazardous waste cleanup

of large areas can be even more challenging. Deployed wireless communications can be chaotic

since they are unplanned and unmanaged [3]. Researchers have suggested using cooperation that

does not require robots to know other robots’ future actions. Instead, robots share state allowing

for limited distributed information but individual actionselection [4].

Researchers have presented work that use explicit communications with network constraints

to coordinate robots and include: [5, 6] in which robots are required to maintain line-of-sight with

other robots, [7] in which message size is reduced by allowing robots to communicate polygo-

nal representations of the map, and [8] where rendezvous approaches allow robots to meet up to

exchange information about the environment.

1.1.3 Limitations of Implicit Communications

If messaging is unavailable, robots can use environment sensing to communicate indirectly

with each other. Robots observe other robots’ actions or information conveyed through activities in

the environment (stigmergy [9, 10]). For example, common implicit communication approaches

gather inspiration from insects where robots leave virtualpheromones or trail markings in the

environment to direct robot cooperation [11, 12, 13]. Another approach uses potential fields which
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robots are attracted to the goal and repulsed from obstaclesand other robots [14, 17]. However,

both approaches depend on local interactions where after a certain distance they can no longer

influence action choices.

1.2 Problem Statement

Persistent intra-team digital communications are not guaranteed, therefore, cooperation paradigms

that do not rely upon message passing throughout exploration are needed.

1.3 Approach

In this dissertation, cooperation paradigms that do not rely upon message passing throughout

exploration are investigated. Observation-based cooperation and sector-search with rendezvous

approaches are presented. These approaches make use of cuesgathered from bio-inspired cooper-

ation paradigms. Simulations and physical experiments were conducted to compare team perfor-

mance of a robot team using both approaches to others using continuous message passing. In the

simulations and physical experiments performed, the goal of the multirobot system is to explore or

cover the area of an unknown environment as fast as possible.

1.3.1 Bio-inspired Cooperation

Studying cooperation in nature can provide insight to successful cooperation strategies in mul-

tirobot systems. The challenges of multi-robot systems arenot unique. Animal systems contend

and even thrive where communication is limited and environments are changing. For example,

the interactions between social insects have inspired development of cooperation in robots. While

navigating, ants deposit pheromone on the ground and followpheromones previously deposited by

other ants. In [11], the concept of pheromones, or chemical communication, to communicate and

influence the behavior of other animals is used by robots. While previous bio-inspired approaches

have concentrated on social insects, birds and primates foraging techniques can also provide hints

to cooperation in multirobot systems.
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1.3.2 Observation-based Cooperation

Primates show patterns of communications that can be applied to multi-robot systems. For

example, as chimpanzees hunt for food they coordinate theirmovements and roles by visually

observing other team member’s actions [15]. InOBSERVATION-BASED COOPERATION, implicit

communication in the form of observation is used to infer state to coordinate a robot team. Spa-

tial and temporal localities are leveraged to determine what information is relevant in subsequent

coverage activities. Frequently, the choice of next actionby each team member is not affected by

information communicated by teammates unless they are close.

1.3.3 Sector-search with Rendezvous

Harris’ hawks initiate a search by splitting into groups on perch sites such as trees or polls

[16]. To search for prey, they use a ”leapfrog” movement in which they split and rejoin in groups

while moving in one direction. They continue this until a prey is captured. With sector-search with

rendezvous, robots explore an environment in sectors, or designated areas, and periodically meet

to communicate map information of what they explored. Rather than continuous message passing,

communications is only allowed during rendezvous.

1.3.4 Focus of Research

Rather than focus on accurate mapping (i.e. SLAM [18]), the goal is to quickly cover an area

to gain situational awareness. This initial situational awareness can be used to plan subsequent

actions such as mapping. An example scenario forOBSERVATION-BASED COOPERATION is to

have a robot team to quickly survey an area for immediate danger before a human team enters the

search.

The aim of this research is not to find a better solution to point-to-point communications, but

to investigate alternatives. Every cooperation paradigm can be beneficial in different situations.

OBSERVATION-BASED COOPERATION and SECTOR-SEARCH WITH RENDEZVOUS approaches
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are different from current research because both allow robots to efficiently cover an area when

communications can be unpredictable.

1.4 Summary of Main Contributions

In this research, novel contributions to overcoming the challenges of communications are

investigated. Methods of cooperation that do not always rely upon explicit communication are

presented. Contributions of overcoming communications issues in wide area coverage include:

• Insight into how spatial and temporal locality affect the result of communications. Infor-

mation shared between robots that are close can have more influence on subsequent action

selection than information shared between robots that are farther apart.

• A cooperation paradigm that uses implicit communications in the form of observation to

infer state rather than rely on digital messaging. Observation leverages spatial and temporal

locality and is likely to occur when robots are close and information is more useful.

• An cooperation paradigm with spatial rendezvous and sectorsearch. Robots use rendezvous

to exchange information instead of continuously passing messages. Robots explore an en-

vironment in sectors, or designated areas, and periodically meet to communicate map infor-

mation of what they explored.

1.5 Outline

This dissertation is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 Literature Review In this chapter, there is an overview of important topics on multi-

robot systems. Topics include multirobot control, cooperation, metrics used for evaluating perfor-

mance, impact of communications, and different approachesof multirobot communications.
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Chapter 3 Effects of Messages Passing on Team PerformanceThis chapter presents the pre-

liminary data gathered to demonstrate how unreliable message passing can affect robot team per-

formance. In the first section, the effect of packet loss on performance is discussed. In the second

section, the effect of message loads on performance is compared in simulated and real robot ex-

periments.

Chapter 4 Importance of Spatial and Temporal Locality This chapter explores the impor-

tance of spatial and temporal locality of robots during information exchange. Spatial and temporal

locality provide insight on what information is relevant insubsequent coverage activities.

Chapter 5 Observation-based Cooperation Spatial and temporal locality are leveraged in observation-

based cooperation since robots are more likely to observe one another when they are close. In ad-

dition, there is a discussion on how pruning and backtracking search areas can improve multirobot

coverage.

Chapter 6 Sector-search with Rendezvous In this chapter, an approach that uses sector search

with rendezvous is presented. Robots explore an environment in sectors, or designated areas, and

periodically meet to communicate map information of what they explored.

Chapter 7 Conclusions This chapter summarizes the main contributions of this dissertation and

possible future work.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

In this literature review, topics important to multirobot cooperation and communication are

discussed. There is a brief introduction to robot control and cooperation in multirobot systems.

A section on evaluation of multirobot performance presentscommon metrics used in research

of multirobot systems. The remaining of the chapter focusing on communications and provides

an overview of communication categorization, the impact ofcommunication, and communication

schemes in centralized and distributed approaches. Finally, there is a summary and conclusion.

2.1 Robot Control Paradigms

In literature, robot control is discussed on both individual and group levels [19]. Individ-

ual control focuses more on robot behavior modules to achieve specific tasks such as obstacle

avoidance or wall following. Group control focuses on issues related to robot teams such as task

allocation and communication structures.

2.1.1 Individual Robot Control

Behavior-based control is one of the main paradigms for individual robot control [20]. In-

stead of a sense-plan-act model, behavior-based control using a subsumption model that consists

of separate layers of task-achieving behaviors. Complex behaviors are decomposed into simpler

behaviors. Coordination is achieved by allowing complex actions to subsume simpler actions. For

example, an exploration behavior is on a higher level than a stall recovery behavior because a robot

needs to take into account if the robot is stalled before exploring. Each layer receives sensor data

and produces actions for the actuators based on that behavior. This allow for robots to react from

stimuli in dynamic environments.
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2.1.2 Multirobot Control

Multirobot control is usually described as being centralized or distributed. In a centralized

approach, a single computer or robot, receives all the information from other robots and makes

decisions on task allocation for the team. In a distributed approach, there is no central controller

making decisions on individual action selection. Instead,each robot has its own controller and

makes its own choices on next actions. Behavior-based individual robot control works well in a

distributed paradigm since critical behaviors can be executed across many robots and robots can

adapt their behavior [19]. Example work done by Parker [21] focuses on a multirobot-system with

behavior-based control architecture and by Balch and Arkin[22] which focus on behavior-based

formation control.

2.2 Cooperation in Multirobot Systems

Definitions of multirobot cooperation vary but typically focus on the task, or method of co-

operation, that increases system performance. Cao et al. [23] list definitions of robot cooperation

found in literature and defines cooperative behavior among robots as “given some task specified

by a designer, a multiple-robot system displays cooperative behavior if, due to some underlying

mechanism (i.e., the mechanism of cooperation), there is anincrease in the total utility of the sys-

tem.” Mataric [24] describes cooperation as “a form of interaction, usually based on some form of

communication”.

Cooperation can be characterized as implicit or explicit. With implicit cooperation, task agree-

ment is not decided beforehand or communicated between robots. Instead, a robot relies on its

perception of the world and its observation of other teammates’ actions. With explicit cooperation,

goals and actions are directly communicated from robot to robot. State variables used to calculate

self utility and the other robots’ utilities are communicated so that robots are explicitly aware of

other teammates’ goal and actions.
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2.3 Evaluation of Multirobot Performance

There is no standard metric system for evaluating multirobot system performance. Often,

only theoretical analysis are given in work rather than quantitative measurements. Typically, when

metrics are used in robotics they evaluate the efficiency of robots performing a specific task. This

section will focus on metrics used for evaluation of multirobot coverage tasks.

2.3.1 Baseline Results

Researchers often use baseline results as a control for comparing performance of proposed

approaches. Balch and Arkin generated baseline results forthe coverage tasks of forage, con-

sume, and graze [25]. The results contained 30 different randomly selected scenarios including a

varied number of robots and number of attractor objects for grazing. The baseline measurements

were made from when there was no communication between robots and were used for comparison

when robots did communicate. Rybski et al. also used baseline results generated from when no

communication was used. These results were used to compare to their proposed cooperation and

communication schemes [26]. Batalin and Sukhatme gatheredbaseline results from their previ-

ously proposed algorithm which allowed robots to disperse themselves by repelling each other to

‘expand coverage’ [27]. These baseline results were used for comparison of their new coverage

approach which robots drop communication beacons that refer exploration directions for nearby

robots [28].

2.3.2 Metrics

Balch and Arkin describe performance as “objectively measurable” and present potential met-

rics for multirobot systems as cost, time, energy, and reliability/survivability [25]. They argue that

metrics must be carefully chosen because there can be competition between them (i.e. cost versus

reliability). A system should be built with minimum cost andnumber of robots. Time mea-

sures how long it takes to accomplish the task. The smallest amount of energy should be used
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to complete a task. Energy is considered to be more importantfor where energy stores are lim-

ited such as planetary or undersea applications. A reliability/survivability system has the greatest

chance to complete the task at the expense of time and cost. Although these metrics were pre-

sented, most authors select time to complete as the primary performance metric for their studies

[4, 17, 25, 27, 29, 30].

Generally, the goal is for a robot team to cover as much area aspossible in the shortest amount

of time. Howard et al. present a solution for the sensor network deployment problem. Their metrics

for comparisons are described as coverage, what is the area coverage, and time, how long does it

take for network deployment [17]. Other researchers that use total coverage and/or time as metrics

include [4, 27, 29, 30]. Amount of coverage for individual robots are also used for determining

algorithm performance. For example, Poduri and Sukhatme evaluate a mobile sensor network

deployment algorithm based on per-node coverage [31].

Another metric used by researchers is distance traveled by the team or individual robots.

Zlot et al. demonstrate a market-economy based control for multirobot mapping and exploration

[32]. In the market architecture, the goal is to maximize information gain and minimize cost.

Distance traveled to reach a goal is used to calculate expected cost. To determine exploration

quality, the total of distance traveled and information gain, which is area covered, are evaluated.

Distance traveled is also related to energy consumption [33]. Berhault et al. use distance traveled

by the entire team and describes it as the amount of energy consumed in an exploration task [34].

Researchers also refer to distance traveled as the total number of moves or time steps [12].

When conducting multirobot simulations or experiments, many researchers measure speed up,

or the increased productivity due to adding more robots. They also acknowledge that increasing

the number of robots can positively affect performance up toa certain point [35]. Interference, or

competition for space between robots, can increase as the number of robots grows. Interference

can decrease productivity of a system since more time is spent avoiding [36]. Rosenfeld et al.

studied scalability of coordination algorithms with larger groups and found that spatial limitations

can increase interference [37] in simulation. Measuring speed up and interference can be used
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to determine the effectiveness of a coordination algorithmbecause scaling the number of robots

appropriately can improve team performance.

2.4 Categorization of Communication

Communication in multirobot systems has been categorized using different methods. Iocchi et

al. [38] use the terms direct and indirect communication, which direct communication is described

as using some hardware onboard dedicated to sending signalsthat team members can understand,

whereas indirect communication make use of stigmergy [10].Dudek et al. [39] provide a taxo-

nomic organization of communication by range, topology, and bandwidth. Communication range

is the maximum distance between two robots in which communication can occur. Communication

topology describes the hierarchy at which robots can communicate with other robots. Communi-

cation bandwidth is the amount of information that can be transmitted from robot to robot.

Cao et al. [23] characterize robot interaction via environment, sensing, and communications.

In interaction via environment, there is no interaction between robots but the environment is the

communication medium. Interaction via sensing occurs whenrobots sense (i.e. through vision

or RFID) one another without explicitly communicating. With interactions via communication,

there is explicit communication with intentional messaging between robots. Balch and Arkin [25]

describe communications as explicit, the deliberate act ofsignaling between robots, and implicit,

the observations of environment and other robots. In this dissertation, these descriptions of explicit

and implicit communications are utilized.

2.5 Impact of Communication

Klavins [40] examines communications complexity to estimate scalability for control and

communication algorithms in multi robot systems. Communications complexity is analyzed using

the bandwidth used and the latency, or time spent waiting, ofa communication event. In the worst

case complexity,O(n2), there is constant communications between all robots. It isnot considered

scalable since the amount of communications increases significantly with the number of robots.
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Bullo et al. [41] describe communication complexity as the maximum number of messages trans-

mitted during the entire execution of a task by multirobot systems. Communication complexity is

used to analyze the performance of several distributed algorithms.

Other researchers demonstrate and show results on the effects of communication on team

performance. Balch and Arkin [25] researched how communication affects multirobot systems

performance during the tasks of forage, consume, and graze.The impact of different types of com-

munications is compared and includes both no communications and direct communication. Results

suggest that communications appears to be unnecessary in tasks in which implicit communications

exists and the more complex communications had little or no benefit over basic communications

for these tasks.

Rybski et al. [2] demonstrate how low bandwidth communication channels affect the perfor-

mance of a robot team on a surveillance task. Miniature scoutrobots were required to use very

low capacity RF communication systems due to their size. Relying on off-board processing, the

robots shared bandwidth. Results show that the performanceof the system degraded with the in-

crease of communications load. In other work, Rybski et al. [42] demonstrate the effects of simple

communications strategies on the performance of a robot performing foraging. The task was for

robots to locate a target in an enclosed arena, pick it up, andthen drop that target off at a desig-

nated area. Robots foraged using random walk with three different communication strategies: no

communication, which serves as the baseline, reflexive, which the robot turns on a light beacon as

it grabs the target, and deliberative, which the robot turnson a beacon when a target is located but

it is not able to grab it. Physical experiment results indicated that with communication there was

not a significant increase of overall performance over not having communications. Instead, there

was a decrease in the variance of completion time.

Wellman et al. [43] suggest as robots exchange large amountsof information, they run into the

risk of receiving incomplete information due to CPU overload from individual message processing.

Specifically, in outdoor areas, maps can become large and as robots communicate map information
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Figure 2.1: In centralized approaches, a single robot or computer acts as a leader in which makes
the decisions for coordinating the robot team

the network can quickly become saturated. As message loads increase, team performance degrades

[1].

2.6 Centralized Cooperation Approaches

Under centralized communications architectures, a singlecomputer or robot acts as the leader

(Figure 2.1). Robots communicate with the leader and the leader is responsible for making the

decisions to coordinate the team. Examples of centralized approaches for multirobot exploration

include [29, 32, 44].

The advantage of a centralized approach is that there can be optimal planning since one com-

puter coordinates the entire team. However, each team member is required to remain in commu-

nication range with the leader so that the leader has the latest information to coordinate the team

in which can require a high bandwidth. Therefore, in an unknown or dynamic environment with a

large number of robots and limited communications, a centralized approach may not be suitable.

In addition, performance of the team relies heavily on the leader. If the leader fails and a new

leader is not chosen then the entire team becomes ineffective. Therefore, centralized approaches

are more appropriate for teams of small sizes in a static environment with global communications

[45].
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Figure 2.2: In distributed approaches, robots act independently and do no rely on a leader to make
decisions for the group. A less stringent communication scheme, such as communication between
robots that are close, can be used since they do not have to remain in constant communication
range with a leader.

In decentralized approaches, robots act independently anduse their sensing abilities to make

decisions. Although robots can communicate to improve coordination, results are often sub-

optimal since planning is local. However, a decentralized approach does not have many of the

disadvantages of a centralized approach such as a single point of failure (Figure 2.2). Researchers

have concluded that decentralized approaches have severaladvantages over centralized approaches

[10, 46, 47]. For example, in a task in which robots need to spread out such as in exploration, a

decentralized approach does not require robots to remain incommunication range with a leader.

2.7 Distributed Cooperation Approaches Using Explicit Communication

Several decentralized approaches for coordinating multirobot systems make use of explicit

communications. Yamauchi et al. [48] present a frontier-based coverage algorithm. Robots detect

frontiers, or regions on the boundaries between unexploredand open space, and then expand area

knowledge by recursively exploring the nearest unvisited frontier. Robots cooperate by communi-

cating state updates, reducing duplicate coverage by the team. Work done by Cortes et al. [49],

Kong et al. [50], and Zheng et al. [51] are additional examples of distributed approaches using

explicit communications.
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2.7.1 Explicit Communications: Economy/Market-based Approaches

In economy/market-based approaches, robots act independently to plan their actions but take

in account the resources of the team by negotiating or bidding with other robots to trade tasks.

Simmons et al. [29] present a frontier-based exploration algorithm with bidding that coordinates

robots in exploration. Each robot creates bids representing information gain and cost of travelling

to different areas. A central location receives the bids anduse a simple greedy algorithm to assign

tasks to robots.

Dias and Stentz [52] present a distributed approach to coordinate a robot team based on a free

market architecture. Robots receive revenue and incur costs depending on their contribution to the

overall task. They also negotiate through bidding for services to maximize profits and minimize

costs. Similar to the traveling salesman problem, robots were given the task to visit a set of pre-

selected observation points (cities). Preliminary results suggested there was a reduction in team

cost for when robots negotiated in city-for-revenue deals.Additional studies by Dias [47] using

market-based architecture for multirobot coordination use robots, called TraderBots, that trade

tasks via auctions.

Zlot et al. [32] address multirobot mapping and explorationusing a market control architec-

ture to coordinate robots. Robots make decision by communicating price information to a central

agent. The agent serves as an interface between the robot team and human operator. If there is

communication failure, a robot can continue to explore using a random goal generation strategy.

Sheng et al. [53] demonstrate coordinating robots using a distributed bidding-based algorithm

under limited-ranged communications. A robot only communicates and bids with other robots

within its own subnetwork. A nearness measure is used to increase the possibility that robots are

close enough to communicate with each other. Results from simulations show that robots clustered

together due to the nearness measure. They also suggest thatthe larger the communication range

between robots, the quicker the exploration rate.

Combinational bidding [54], which robots bid on bundles of targets, are also utilized for robot

coordination. An example can be found in Berhault et al. [34]where results of combinational
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and single-item bidding for an exploration task are compared. Robots are assigned predetermined

targets and a virtual auctioneer is responsible for holdingauctions. When a robot finds new in-

formation about the terrain, it shares it with the auctioneer. Each robot bids and the auctioneer

determines the winner. Results suggest that combinationalbidding provides an increase in team

performance.

With economy/market based approaches, lower communication bandwidth can be used. Rather

than communicating large amounts of data, prices and bidding act as aggregated information al-

lowing for lower communication costs. However, negotiation and bidding protocols as well as the

reward and cost schemes for task allocation can complicate the design of the system. Additional

research of economy/market-based approaches include: a survey by Dias et al. [55], coordination

for a box pushing task by Gerkey and Mataric [56], exploration task in a dynamic environment with

one of the bidders acting as the auctioneer by Sariel and Balch [57], a security sweep task with

tight coordination by Kalra et al. [58], selecting appropriate bidding rules for the global objective

by Tovey et al. [59], and complex tasks are generalized into tasks trees in which robots can bid on

any level of that task abstraction by Zlot and Stentz [60].

2.7.2 Explicit Communications: Approaches Dealing with Limited Communications

Several researchers have presented approaches with consideration for limited communica-

tions. Parker [61] presents ALLIANCE, a behavior-based fault tolerant architecture for cooper-

ative control. Robots have a broadcast communication mechanism that is not guaranteed to be

available. In ALLIANCE, a robot is allowed to decide on its own actions depending on what the

mission is, what other robots are doing, the environment conditions, and its internal state.

Burgard et al. [44] consider coordinating multiple robots during exploration under commu-

nication with a limited communication range. To coordinatethe robots, target point selection for

robots is determined using the cost of moving to an area. Whendistance between robots is too large

for them to communicate, robots divide into sub-teams that can communicate with each other.
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Meier et. al. [7] address coordinating multiple robots during exploration using communi-

cation with limited bandwidth. Robots only communicate a compact polygonal representation of

the environment and only sent incremental changes to the polygon. Experiments were conducted

in different bandwidth conditions. Results suggest that the algorithm efficiently coordinates the

robots in restricted bandwidth conditions.

Rooker and Birk [62] discuss multirobot exploration with the constraints of wireless network-

ing. The algorithm includes configuration changes, or collection of possible moves, that robots can

take. A heuristic utility guides the selection of the configuration change at each time step. Sim-

ulations were conducted under two scenarios: robots permanently maintain communication with

each other and a base station and in the second scenario the base station constraint was removed

allowing robots to move freely while maintaining communication with other robots. In the first

scenario, results suggest that the algorithm scales scaleswell as the number of robots increased

the amount of explored area increased. In the second scenario, robots ended up stuck in deadlock

due to robots having to remain within communication distance with each other. After a solution to

remove deadlock was added, robot were able to explore the entire area.

Roth et al. [63] present an approach to overcome the problem of robots creating a real-

time world map of an environment with high-communication latency. Performing robot soccer

(RoboCup [64]), robots built an individual map and shared a world map. However, information

was shared only on an as-needed basis such as when the ball could not be located. Experimental

results include a comparison of how often the ball was lost when the robot team used a shared

world map and when it did not use a shared world map. When information was shared between

robots the ball was lost for 1.84% compared to 19.47% when information was not shared.

Other researchers use line-of-sight approaches which robots are allowed to communicate only

when they are within sight of each other. Arkin et al. [5] investigate how a team of robots can self

organize during exploration by maintaining line-of-sightcommunications. Experiments involved

robots searching for hazardous materials with varying degrees of prior knowledge. Exploration
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time was not decreased significantly because the approach only allowed one robot to move at a

time.

Rekleitis et al. [6] coordinated robots restricted to line-of-sight communication in an unknown

environment. The results show that by maintaining the cohesiveness of the team, by allowing only

minimal splitting, caused a reduction in repeat coverage. However, the performance of the pro-

posed algorithm depends on the average cell size. If in most cells the team of robots does not fit

then the remaining robots will become idle, therefore creating a form of dynamic repeat coverage.

In later work, Rekleitis et al [65] discuss algorithm solutions for coverage tasks for when there is

limited communications and unlimited communications. When there is unlimited communications

they use auction-based global-communications. However, for the limited communications, com-

munication is restricted by line of sight and the team based coverage allowing robots to work on

teams that split into two teams only to move around an obstacle.

2.7.3 Explicit Communications: Rendezvous

Another technique researchers have studied to address communication limitations is to use

rendezvous. Instead of communicating during the entire execution of the task, robots share infor-

mation during rendezvous. Roy and Dudek [8] focus on gettingrobots to meet at a rendezvous

location if they do not know each other’s initial start positions. The goal is to explore the environ-

ment and meet at a location with robots that have noisy sensors.

Hoog et al. [66] introduce a way of calculating rendezvous points so robots can meet and

share information. Role-based exploration where some robots (Relay) relay information between

robots and a central command centre while others (Explorer)continue to explore using frontier

exploration. When a Relay and Explorer meet, they share information about the environment

and the Explorer plans the next rendezvous point. The Explorer determines the next rendezvous

point by placing it deep into its next choice of frontier. Although their method for determining

rendezvous points is effective, they note that in dynamic environments they may have problems
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where the Explorer and Relay may not reach each other. The approach is extended to deal with

more dynamic environment by including role-swapping [67].

Others have presented approaches with consideration for limited communications network.

Wagner and Arkin [30] demonstrate robots performing communication-sensitive renaissance while

maintaining network connectivity. Ulam and Arkin [68] focus on robot behaviors, or reactions

of robots, for communication recovery in tasks with unknownhostile environments. Visser and

Slamet [69] present work in which robots explore frontiers where it is more likely that area will

have communication success. Xu et al. [70] focus on large teams and examine the influence

of network topology on the efficiency of information sharingbetween robots. Sheng et al. [71]

present a totally distributed bidding-based coordinationalgorithm to accommodate for limited-

range communications.

2.8 Distributed Cooperation Approaches Using Implicit Communications

2.8.1 Implicit Communications: Swarm Approaches

With swarm robotics, groups are usually large and consist ofrelatively simple robots. Swarm

robots are usually biologically inspired, have decentralized control, and use local communica-

tions. Typically, the robots are non-intelligent individually, but collectively through local interac-

tion emergent behaviors can emerge such as flocking, dispersion, and aggregation [72]. Several

researchers have presented work in swarm robots with inspiration from ants.

Ant-like Swarms

Ferranti et al. [73] investigate agents that do not communicate directly with each other but

indirectly by leaving information on tags deployed in the environment. They coordinate by reading

and updating traces on the tags. Similarly, Koenig [12] demonstrate coordinating robots to cover a

terrain similar to ants. Robots communicate via markings left by other robots and do not coordinate
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based on memory or maps. While these approaches do not rely ondirect communications, they

require local interaction to distribute robots.

Wagner et al. [74] robots use evaporating traces similarly to how insects use chemicals called

pheromones to coordinate. The world is represented by vertices and edges in which graph traver-

sal is used. Robots communicate by leaving constant amount of traces. The intensity of traces

decreases with time and act as memory of what is the latest time a point was visited. Simulations

were conducted with different graph traversal algorithms and the graph was covered in a polyno-

mially bounded time when traces were left at the edges and in exponential upper bound time when

traces were left on the vertices.

With swarm robots, distributed control architecture is used so there is not a single point of fail-

ure. The number of robots can easily be increased or decreased allowing for scalability. However,

local interaction is required since the robots are not intelligent enough individually to accomplish

the task. Additional studies in swarm robotics include the following. Kube and Zhang [75] present

work on cooperative box pushing. Drogoul and Fereber [76] discuss foraging and chain making

robots. Payton et al. [77] describe the concept of virtual pheromones. Hsiang et al. [78] develop

and analyze swarm algorithms. McLurkin [79, 80] provides distributed algorithms for swarms of

hundreds of robots. Morlok and Gini [81] examine how the choice of movement algorithms affects

swarm performance. Wagner et al. [82] present work on cleaning ant robots that use whether or

not dirt is present in an area as a method for implicit communication.

2.8.2 Implicit Communications: Potential Fields Approaches

The idea of potential fields applied to robots was introducedby [83]. Potential fields involve

imaginary forces that attract robots to targets and repels them from obstacles. The sum of all forces

determines the direction and the speed a robot travels [84].

Researchers have demonstrated dispersing robots using potential field methods. Balch and

Hybinette [14] use potential field approaches in robot navigation for formation control. Formation

behaviors are implemented with motor schemas vectors whichattracts robots to the closet position
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in the formation and repel them from obstacles. Different formations (column, diamond, line)

were tested in simulations and results indicate that the column formation strategy provides the best

performance.

Howard et al. [17] use potential fields to distribute a mobilesensor network. Robots spread

out as they repel other robots and obstacles. Howard et al. [85] also present work on maximiz-

ing coverage while simultaneously ensuring that robots retain line-of-sight relationships with one

another. Agents were deployed into an unknown area one at a time, each one making use of data

gathered from the previous robot in an attempt to determine the location that will produce the max-

imum coverage in an area. Poduri and Sukhatme [31] also investigate the use of potential fields

where robots could repel or attract one another.

While the potential field approach is simple, there are some issues that arise when used to

coordinate robots. A robot can become trapped in a cyclic behavior or local minima in which can

occur if it runs into a dead end. A robot may experience unstable motion or may not find a path in

the presence of closely spaced obstacles or narrow passagesif forces are acting against each other

[84].

2.8.3 Implicit Communications: Observation/Vision Approaches

Researchers have introduced approaches which robots use observation or vision to commu-

nicate. Pagello et al. [86] examine cooperative behavior ofa robot soccer (RoboCup [64]) team

that uses the observations of other robots behaviors to coordinate. The architecture takes into ac-

count individual value, or what is important to the individual robot, and the social value in which is

more relevant to the team. The state of the environment is represented by macroscopic parameters

that can be modified by the robots to hint to other robots as a form of communication. Batalin

and Sukhatme [27] present a coverage approach that allow robots to coordinate by moving in a

direction away from all its immediate sensed neighbors.

Other work that have used vision/observation among robots for coordination include: Parker

et al. [87] which use vision for robot detection in mobile sensor network deployment, Das et al.
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[88] present vision-based formation control, Rybski et al.[26] study foraging robots that illuminate

beacons as a form of implicit communication, and Meng et al. [89] present a hybrid approach that

using vision to locate the host in case of communication loss.

2.9 Summary and Conclusion

Many multirobot approaches presented have been successfulin coordinating robot. However,

each one may be appropriate in a certain situation while in another it is unsuitable. Centralized

approaches can be unreliable with a large robot team or unlimited communications since all robots

must communicate with a single computer or robot that coordinates the team. Although with econ-

omy/market based approaches information is aggregated allowing for lower communication cost,

they can become computational inefficient as the negotiation and bidding protocols become com-

plicated. Line-of-sight approaches can be inadequate in large environments because coordination

depends on robots remaining close or visible to each other preventing them from spreading out. In

general, with all explicit communication approaches, maintaining point-to-point communications

can be challenging.

The challenges of using explicit communications are often neglected in multirobot systems

research. One issue is that most simulations are conducted with the assumption that there is a

perfect communications network. Another issue is that manyphysical experiments are conducted

only in indoor areas. In environments (large outdoor and/ordynamic) where there can be increases

in distances between robots and environmental interference, message delays, packet loss, and loss

of links become more unpredictable. Even under various ad-hoc routing protocols, wireless com-

munications have been shown to be unreliable in outdoor areas when teleoperating one robot [90].

It could be even more unreliable if robots are executing autonomously as the need for computa-

tional resources increases. Although with implicit communications there is less concern for digital

communication failure, there are other challenges. Approaches using swarm robots and potential

fields require local interaction between robots making it difficult for them to independently explore

a large area.
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As more robot teams are developed for critical missions, additional approaches that over-

come communication limitations are needed. In particular,approaches for multirobot systems

performing in wide open area where communications can be more unpredictable or unreliable

would be useful. The contributions of this research includeopportunities for overcoming this

challenge. With OBSERVATION-BASED COOPERATION, instead of using point-to-point commu-

nications, robots use implicit communication in the form ofobservation to infer state to coordinate

in a coverage task [91]. With SECTOR SEARCH WITH RENDEZVOUS, instead of continuously

passing messages, robots explore an area in sectors and thencommunicate what was found during

periodic rendezvous [92].
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CHAPTER 3

EFFECTS OF MESSAGE PASSING ON TEAM PERFORMANCE

Many researchers use direct communications to coordinate robot teams performing coverage

tasks. However, the effects of message passing on team performance are often ignored. In Bur-

gard et al. [94], each robot maintains a cumulative team state and computes utilities for all team

members in parallel. Although it allows for optimal action selection, it becomes less scalable as

the number of robot increases. It possesses a communications complexity ofO(n2) each time step

where n is the number of robots using naive point to point message passing.

Communication complexity in economy/market-based approaches should also be considered.

Scalability is limited by communication complexity as the number of auctions and bid complexity

increases. In systems using single auctions, a polynomial number of messages is sent. An expo-

nential number of messages can be required with combinatorial auctions because of the number of

task bundles to be considered [55].

As the number of messages increases, messages can be lost or delayed creating a communica-

tions bottleneck. Therefore, robots may not receive all messages which can result in degradation in

team performance. In this chapter, the effects of message loss and delay on robot team performance

are evaluated.

3.1 Effects of Packet Loss

In this section, there is an investigation on the effects of packet loss on robot team perfor-

mance. Results from simulations with perfect network conditions are compared to those with

network failure. Packet loss is introduced into the networkto compare robot team performance of

a system with network constraints to one with a optimum network condition. It is proposed that

packet loss influences robot team performance during a coverage task.
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Figure 3.1: The environment for simulations was 16x16 meters with four 4x4 meter obstacles.

There were four experiments conducted using different rates of dropped messages. To im-

plement dropped messages in simulations, code was written to deliberately drop messages as they

were received by the emitter.

3.1.1 Simulation Setup

Simulations were conducted in the 3-D physics-based simulator, Webots [93]. The controller

was written in the C programming language and experiments were performed on a Dual Core

2.33 GHz machine running Linux with 2GB of RAM. An emitter andreceiver were added to each

robot for point-to-point communications. The environment(Figure 3.1) for simulations was 16x16

meters with 4x4 meter obstacles. Twenty trials for each casewere conducted with a three-robot

and five-robot team. Additional details on experimental setup are reported in Appendix A.

Even though it is intuitive that message loss can affect teamperformance, results of it are often

ignored in algorithm design. In this set of experiments, robot teams using direct communications

to coordinate during exploration were conducted with different rates of dropped packets. Since

the amount of packet loss can be unpredictable in a network, simulations were conducted with the

percentage of packets dropped ranging from 0% to 50%.

3.1.2 Simulation Results

Each simulation was executed until coverage was complete. The simulation at which robots

use no communications serves as the baseline experiment forcomparison against the simulations

with direct communications. Performance is measured by thepercentage of area covered versus
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50% Cover
Time (min)

σ 90% Cover
Time (min)

σ

No Comm 6.63 1.42 20.90 3.83
0% dropped packets 5.86 1.37 13.89 3.38
25% dropped packets 6.09 1.70 18.29 2.90
50% dropped packets 6.61 1.63 19.69 3.93

Table 3.1: Three-robot Teams: Comparison of Average Times (minutes) and Standard Deviations

Figure 3.2: Coverage vs. Time for a three-robot team exploring an environment

time. Each set of simulations will be compared with another to determine if the hypothesis is true.

The following simulations were conducted:

• No Comm
• 0% Packets Dropped
• 25% Packets Dropped
• 50% Packets Dropped

It is hypothesized that packet loss has an impact on robot team performance. Data collected

include the average time that the team explored at least 50% and 90% of the environment with

different network conditions. Data also includes all averages of coverage over time.

Table 3.1 shows the average times for when at least 50% and 90%of the area was covered by

the three-robot team. On average the more packets that were dropped, the higher the time it took to

cover the environment. Overall, the robot team that had no packet loss performed the best (Figure

3.2).
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50% Cover
Time (min)

σ 90% Cover
Time (min)

σ

No Comm 6.69 1.45 19.46 3.68
0% dropped packets 3.91 0.78 10.50 1.79
25% dropped packets 4.29 0.93 12.86 1.70
50% dropped packets 5.81 1.13 16.96 2.32

Table 3.2: Five-robot Teams: Comparison of Average Times (minutes) and Standard Deviations

Figure 3.3: Coverage vs. Time for a five-robot team exploringan environment.
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Figure 3.4: The coverage of a three-team robot with 0% packetloss in communications.

Figure 3.5: The coverage of a three-team robot with 50% packet loss in communications.

There are similar results for the five-robot team. The higherthe percentage of packet loss, the

worse the team performed (Table 3.2). Figure 3.3 illustrates the overall coverage for the five-robot

team and it shows the less packet loss the better the performance. The five-robot team covered

the environment quicker simply because there were more robots. However, there was a larger

difference in the effect of packet loss when compared to the three-robot team (Figures 3.2 and 3.3).

For example, the average difference of the coverage times for 50% and 90% for the three-robot

and five-robot teams was 1.64 minutes and 2.84 minutes, respectively.

3.1.3 Analysis

The results support the hypothesis because packet loss did affect robot team coverage in an

exploration task [43]. Performance degraded linearly withthe rate of packet loss. As seen in Figure
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3.4, robots did not overlap coverage when network conditions were perfect. However, when there

was 50% packet loss, coverage was duplicated (Figure 3.5).

Transmitting more messages does not always improve performance. The robots in the exper-

iment transmitted information on an area only once. These simulations were performed with three

and five sized robot teams with one environment. There may be different results for a larger robot

team and different environments. It is presumed that when robots communicate they share infor-

mation that may be inaccurate. When robot uses direct communication, they share maps based on

odometry with some error.

3.2 Effects of Message Loads

Simulations and physical experiments were conducted to compare team performance of a mul-

tirobot systems using point-to-point communications withan optimum communications network

to one with intermittent communications.

Although simulations are beneficial because of the time and resources it takes to maintain

multiple robots, they are often performed with optimum network conditions. As a result, there

can be discrepancies between the results of simulation and physical experiments. The impact of

network failure on team performance of a multirobot system is examined. Simulations and physical

experiments were conducted to illustrate the effect of message loads on performance of a team of

robots using point-to-point communications to coordinateduring an exploration task.

3.2.1 Simulation and Experimental Setup

The control program, written in C, was essentially the same for both the simulated and real

experiments. The coverage algorithm used was frontier-based exploration (explained in more detail

in A.5 of the appendix). The simulation environment used wasWebots [93], a 3-D physics-based

mobile robot simulator. K-team Koala robots were used for physical experiments. The range of the

distance sensor used for both simulations and physical experiments was two meters. More detail

of experimental setup is presented in Appendix A.
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To compare the effects of message loads, experiments were performed using two direct com-

munication scenarios. In the first scenario, robots were allowed to transmit messages about a newly

discovered area. In the second scenario, robots were allowed to broadcast more by transmitting

information about an area every time step it was observed. The data collected includes the per-

centage of area covered, average times at 50% and 90% coverage, and average message delay for

messages received.

Figure 3.6: Environmental configuration for the experiments testing the effect of message loads.

Table 3.3: Comparison of message delay for messages received.

Low σ High σ

Message Load (s) Message Load (s)
SIMULATIONS 1.446 0.153 3.247 0.067

PHYSICAL EXPERIMENTS 1.791 2.022 3.620 2.715

To compare the effects of message loads, experiments were performed using two different

direct communication scenarios: LOW MESSAGE LOADandHIGH MESSAGE LOAD. In theLOW

MESSAGE LOAD experiments, robots were allowed to transmit once whether an area was open

or closed. In theHIGH MESSAGE LOAD experiments, robots were allowed to broadcast more by

transmitting information about an area every time step it was observed.

A team of three robots was dispersed into an unknown environment to search via frontier

exploration. The environmental configuration for the experiment was 6m x 6m with a T-shaped

obstacle that represent walls of an office building (Figure 3.6).

The message delay averages are comparable between simulations and real experiments (Table

3.3). There is a 0.344s and 0.372s difference between message delay for theLOW MESSAGE LOAD
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Figure 3.7: Simulation: Coverage time for low message load vs. high message load simulations.
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Figure 3.8: Physical Robots: Coverage time for low message load vs. high message load experi-
ments.

Table 3.4: Simulation: Comparison of average coverage timefor low vs. high message load.

50% coverage σ 90% coverage σ

Messages time (s) time (s)
LOW MESSAGELOAD 12.323 2.539 24.523 7.754
HIGH MESSAGELOAD 11.971 2.261 26.072 8.565
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Table 3.5: Physical Robots: Comparison of average coveragetime for low vs. high message load.

50% coverage σ 90% coverage σ

Messages time (s) time (s)
LOW MESSAGELOAD 48.580 22.766 168.054 77.611
HIGH MESSAGELOAD 89.639 17.284 202.057 31.256

and HIGH MESSAGE LOAD experiments, respectively. However, the standard deviations for the

real robot experiments are significantly higher than those in simulation.

3.2.2 Simulation and Experimental Results

To examine the impact of message loads on performance, percentage of area covered and

average times at 50% and 90% coverage are compared. The coverage times for simulations indicate

that there is not a significant difference between when robots pass less or more messages (Figure

3.7). For example, at 50% coverage, robots that sent more messages were out performing those that

sent less messages (Table 3.4). However, in the real robot experiments, completion time increased

as the number of messages increased (Figure 3.8).

Tables 3.4 and 3.5 show the average times robots reached 50% and 90% coverage. For the

LOW MESSAGE LOADexperiments, 90% coverage was reached in simulation 143.531s (2.39 min)

faster than in real robot experiments. With theHIGH MESSAGE LOAD experiment, 90% coverage

was reached in simulation 175.985s (2.93 min) faster than inreal robot experiments.

3.2.3 Analysis

Results suggest that message delay has a greater impact on team performance in physical

robot experiments than in simulation [1, 95]. The higher standard deviations for message delay

in the real robot experiments indicate that it is more unpredictable and variable when using real

robots. Therefore, when conducting simulations the effects of message loads should be modelled

for more realistic performance prediction.
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3.3 Conclusion

Traditionally, point-to-point communications is used to coordinate cooperative robots. How-

ever, it is often in simulation with optimum network conditions. It is hypothesized that team per-

formance is affected by packet loss. Simulations were conducted with different amounts of packet

loss. Results suggest that the more that packet are dropped,the worse the team performs. also

examined team performance of when there was low and high messages loads in both simulations

and physical robot experiments. Results indicate that teamperformance is influenced more from

message loads in physical robot experiments that in simulations.
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CHAPTER 4

IMPORTANCE OF SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL LOCALITY

In this chapter, there is a discussion on the impact of spatial and temporal locality in implicit

cooperative multirobot coverage. Frequently, the choice of next action by each team member is not

affected by information communicated by team mates unless they are close. Spatial and temporal

locality can be instrumental in determining the relevance of data to immediate coverage activities,

precisely the data provided by observation. Observation can be used to infer state rather than

relying upon digital messages. Observation is proposed as amechanism to propagate state in the

absence of digital communications.

4.1 Locality in Implicit Cooperation

There are many methods for accomplishing distributed, cooperative exploration. Most meth-

ods can be categorized as using either explicit or implicit cooperation. In explicit cooperation,

robots within the team choose actions by considering self-utility as well as the utility of actions

accomplished by teammates. In order to maintain accurate data on the utility of others’ actions,

communication of action utility or the state variables thatare used to calculate utility must be com-

municated through the team. If the communications are intermittent, due to failures, overloading

or distance, it is difficult to keep data current and these methods may experience a degradation in

performance. In implicit cooperation, there is no agreement on task assignment. A specific task is

not directly communicated to other members. Therefore, thefocus is on implicit cooperation.
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4.1.1 Coverage Algorithm

In an effort to reduce or eliminate reliance on digital messaging, it is instructive to under-

stand when and how communicated data is used in implicit cooperation. Many models for mul-

tirobot teamwork assume robots have a shared joint utility with synchronized task execution and

communication [96]. I start with the a formal event-driven model for asynchronous control and

communication from [97].

Definition 1 Event-driven control and communication law has the sets:

(i) A, a set containing the null element, called communication alphabet–elements of A are
called messages;

(ii) W [i], i ∈ I, called the processor state sets; and
(iii) W

[i]
o ⊆W [i], i ∈ I, sets of allowable initial values;

with the following definition for coverage:

• I = {1,...,n}, I is called the set of unique identifiers (UIDs) for each robot,

• group of robots are moving in bounded exploration regionR
2,

• X [i]: X [i] ∈ R
2, each robot’s position within exploration region,

• p: p ∈ R
2 defines positions within the exploration region,

• occ−map: p x {Open, Occluded, Unknown}, defines occupancy status of the position,

• f −map: p x {True, False, Off}, defines whether position is a frontier,

• W [i]: occ−map, f −map, state for each robot,

• A: p x {Open, Occluded} ∪ {null}, state update messages

and the following maps:

(i) Message functions

(a) msg − gen[i]: W [i] xA[i]
env → A, i ∈ I, called message-generation function.

(b) msg − rec[i]: W [i] xA → W [i], i ∈ I, called message-reception function.

(ii) stf [i] : W [i] xA[i]
env → W [i], i ∈ I, called the state-transition function.

(iii) ctl[i]: X [i] x W [i] → U [i], i ∈ I, called (motion) control functions, whereU [i] is the selected
action based on the state.
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Each robot has access to its own physical position,X [i], and state,W [i]. W [i] contains two

state structures, an occupancy map (occ-map) and frontier status (f-map). The occupancy map

contains a discretized state indicating whether a point hasbeen visited (open or occluded) or not

(unknown). In frontier-based exploration [98], the edge between open and unknown space is tar-

geted for visiting in order to expand the known space. The list of frontier points to visit can be

maintained as a list (discussed in the next section) or in a corresponding spatial map. The advan-

tage of a spatial map is the addition of frontier specific states (i.e. true, false, off). The frontier

states of true, false, and off indicate whether the space is afrontier, not a frontier, or a previous

frontier, respectively. Each map is represented by a binarygrid indicating the state of that point or

cell.

The state transition functionand themessage generation functionare combined into the

STF MSG-GEN for clarity. The combined function,STF MSG-GEN, updates the state based on

local sensing of open and occluded areas as well as generatesmessages based on the updates. The

sensor covers the area which is modeled using a range-limited visibility sensor [97]. This sensor

produces a set of pointsAenv that are visible from the current positionX [i] and within the ranger.

Using this information, the state is updated for visited points to indicate both open and occluded

status (Algorithm 4.1, lines 6-27). As the status of points changes from UNKNOWN to OPEN or

OCCLUDED, messages are generated and sent to the team (lines15 and 17 in Algorithm 4.1). The

MSG-REC function maps the messages to state updatesW [i] with the incoming status (lines 28 - 40

in Algorithm 4.1).

Another approach advocated in [4] is to select frontiers only from points that are adjacent

to self-discovered open cells (results in removing lines 34-38 in Algorithm 4.1). This results in

robots only having a partial view of globally unvisited locations. However, this approach reduces

the likelihood of multiple robots selecting the same exploration region which ultimately decreases

interference and speeds coverage.

The CTL function (shown in Algorithm 4.1, lines 41-50) maps the state and the current po-

sition to the next unvisited goal location. The next goal location is chosen from the frontier list
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Algorithm 4.1: Frontier-based Exploration Part 1

1 Robot Network Robot team with range-limited sensing,r, and sensing of own
position in unknown bounded environment,p ∈ R

2 ;
2 Alphabet A: p x {Open,Occluded} ∪ {null} ;
3 Processor StateW [i] = (occ-map, f-map), where
4 occ-map:p x {OPEN, OCCLUDED, UNKNOWN}, initially unknown for allp ;
5 f-map:p x {FALSE, TRUE, OFF}, initially false for all p
/* Combine state transition with message generation

function since both rely upon the same input */
6 function stf msg-gen(W [i], Aenv);
7 msgs= null;
8 foreach o ∈ Aenv do
9 if occ-map(o) is UNKNOWNthen

10 if f-map(o) is TRUEthen
11 f-map(o) is OFF
12 end
13 if perimeter(o) anddist(X [i], o) < r then
14 occ-map(o) = OCCLUDED;

15 msgs = msgs∪{W [i]
o , OCCLUDED};

16 else
17 occ-map(o) = OPEN;

18 msgs = msgs∪{W [i]
o , OPEN};

19 foreacha ∈ adjacent(o) do
20 if f-map(a) is FALSE and status(a)==UNKNOWN then
21 f-map(a) = TRUE
22 end
23 end
24 end
25 end
26 end
27 return (W [i], msgs);
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Algorithm 4.1: Frontier-based Exploration Part 2

28 function msg-rec(W [i], msgs);
29 foreachnon-null message (Wrcvd,status)∈msgs do
30 occ-map(rcvd) = status ;
31 if f-map(rcvd) is TRUEthen
32 f-map(rcvd) is OFF
33 end
34 foreacha ∈ adjacent(rcvd) do
35 if f-map(a) is FALSE and status(a)==UNKNOWN then
36 f-map(rcvd) is TRUE
37 end
38 end
39 end
40 return W [i]

41 function ctl(X [i],W [i], Aenv);
42 pGoal={null};
43 pLength=∞;
44 foreachpt ∈ {f-map(p)==TRUE} do
45 if pLength< pathLength(X [i],pt) then
46 pLength=pathLength(X [i],pt);
47 pGoal=pt
48 end
49 end
50 return followPath(X [i],pgoal,Aenv);
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that represents the edge between open space and unknown space (f-map(p) == TRUE). The goal is

selected as the point with the shortest path to the current robot position. Once the exploration goal

is determined to be open or occluded, a new goal is selected.

4.1.2 Implications of greedy exploration

Action selection can be analyzed to determine when information from teammates affects ac-

tion choice. The coverage algorithm can be described as a graph coverage algorithm that uses a

greedy exploration strategy to completely traverse the graph [99]. Figure 4.1 illustrates this notion.

As points (also referred to as vertices) are expanded, theirunvisited child vertices are added to the

queue of future vertices to be visited. The algorithm is greedy since the next goal vertex is selected

based on shortest path from the current robot location.

Observation 1OFTEN THE NEXT GOAL VERTEX IS ADJACENT TO A RECENTLY VISITED VER-

TEX Some vertices (referred to asα) are vertices on the frontier that are adjacent to vertices

within the sensor footprint (distance ofr + τ whereτ is small). These vertices have been added

to the unvisited vertices list during this time step. The rest of vertices (referred to asβ) on the

frontier result from unexpanded vertices discovered during previous time steps. The shortest path

to α vertices will always be less than or equal to the shortest path to β vertices (there are no ob-

stacles between this vertex and the current robot position according to the sensors). Only once all

currentα vertices have been visited will the nearestβ vertex be visited (backtrack). Visiting aβ

vertex may result in the addition of newα vertices. If the branching factor> 1, expansions ofα

vertices equal backtracking toβ vertices. For all branching factors> 2, expansions ofα vertices

outnumber backtracking toβ vertices.

Observation 2 ONLY INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM TEAMMATES THAT CONCERNS VER-

TICES THAT ARE NEAR THE CURRENT ROBOT POSITION AFFECT THE NEXT ACTION SELEC-

TION. To affect action selection via intra-team communication,a message must denote that the

current goal vertex has been visited. A robot,rbti, i ∈ I, atX [i] determines its closest unvisited
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Figure 4.1: Frontier exploration redefined as a search tree.As vertices are expanded, their unvisited
child vertices are added to the queue of future vertices to bevisited. The algorithm is greedy since
the next goal vertex is selected based on shortest path from the current robot location.
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vertex ispi. Based on theMSG-REC mapping function, a message that denotespi as being OPEN or

OCCLUDED would remove it from the unvisited vertex list ofrbti. Based on theSTF MSG-GEN

mapping function, this message is only generated when the vertex in question falls with the sensor

range of another robot,rbtj , j 6= i, j ∈ I. If pi is anα vertex, then|X [i]−X [j]| < 2r+ τ , denoting

the proximal sensor ranges. Removingpi from the unvisited list ofrbti a new unvisited goal is set

to the next closest unvisited vertex.

Incidentally, action selection can also be affected if a message results in a new unvisited

vertex closer to the robot than the current goal vertex. In the Yamauchi [98] approach, the list of

unvisited vertices is generated based on the edge between OPEN and UNKNOWN space. Only

messages that change vertices (OCCUPIED−→OPEN) that are closer torbti thanpi create a new

edge that becomes the goal vertex. Changing the status from OPEN−→OCCUPIED has the effect

of removing the edge and any attached UNKNOWN vertices are not visited. Also the new path to

the goal vertex may be made longer (circumventing obstacles). Generally, vertices are not changed

from OPEN to OCCUPIED as these are usually transient obstacles. Instead a probabilistic method

(such as occupancy grids) [100] is appropriate.

4.2 Experimental Results

Analysis of goal selection data collected from robots usingAlgorithm 4.1 is shown in Figures

4.2 and 4.3. The grid is defined as 0.25 cells over a 6m x 6m experiment area. Detail of physical

experimental setup is reported in Appendix A. Distance between the previous goal and the new

goal is calculated and graphed using a histogram. Since travel, goal calculation, and path planning

take time,α goals tend to be slightly more than the cell width but less than 1 meter.

Communication between teammates should affect action selection to reduce duplicate cover-

age. However, unless the teammates are close (2r + τ ), the selection ofα vertices is unaffected.

Such communications impactsβ vertices when backtracking to previously unexpanded vertices.

Figure 4.4 illustrates the distance between robots when messages are sent and the time between
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Figure 4.4: Distance between robots when messages were sentversus the time between messages
were received and relevant. Messages that are communicatedbetween robots that are close have a
shorter time between being sent and being needed. The environment was 6x6 with one obstacle in
the middle.

message receipt and message relevance. A message becomes relevant when it is used to deter-

mine goal selection. Messages that are communicated between robots that are close have a shorter

time between being sent and being used. Given thatα vertices occur more frequently thanβ ver-

tices, many communications do not have an immediate impact unless the two robots are already

relatively close.

4.3 Conclusion

Information from robots that are close in both time and spaceare more likely to be immedi-

ately useful. One approach may be to use a spatially distributed message storage. Coverage status

for a region is stored locally (i.e. RFID) and can be receivedwhen local to the transmitter. Another

approach allows robots to observe locations of nearby robots only to infer state and/or intent, rather

than transmit messages. Observation is more likely to occurwhen robots are close, precisely when

the information is the most useful.
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CHAPTER 5

OBSERVATION-BASED COOPERATION

In this chapter, observation as a mechanism to propagate state in the absence of digital com-

munications is proposed. Observations is used to update state based on the predicted actions of

nearby robots. Areas that are observed as being searched by another robot are pruned from the

search tree. Robots backtrack to pruned search nodes after there is no new area to visit. Although

observation cannot provide a complete global picture of thecoverage state, it is proposed that

observation can support cooperation and provide significant action insight.

An experimental comparison between observation-based andmessage-based implicit coop-

eration is provided. Observation-based cooperation exploits temporal and spatial locality and

provides better exploration rates than non- communicativeapproaches and comparably to direct

communication approaches.

5.1 Approach

5.1.1 Formal Description

The event-driven model for asynchronous control and communication from [97] is augmented

to update the state and action control based on the proximityof teammates. The most important

change is the replacement of the message functions with observation-based functions.

Definition 2 Observation-based Cooperation Control and CommunicationLaw:

(i) W [i], i ∈ I, called the processor state sets;
(ii) W

[i]
o ⊆W [i], i ∈ I, sets of allowable initial values;

(iii) A
[i]
rbt, a set containing the null element, called robot sensing alphabet; and

(iv) A
[i]
env, a set containing the null element, called environment sensing alphabet;

with the following definition for coverage:
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• I = {1,...,n}, I is called the set of unique identifiers (UIDs) for each robot,

• group of robots are moving in bounded exploration regionR
2,

• X [i]: X [i] ∈ R
2, each robot’s position within exploration region,

• p: p ∈ R
2 defines positions within the exploration region, and

• occ−map: p x {Open, Occluded, Unknown}, defines occupancy status of the position,

• f −map: p x {True, False, Pruned, Off}, defines whether position is a frontier,

• W [i]: occ−map, f −map, state for each robot,

and the following maps:

(i) (obs − trig[i], obs − rec[i]) are called the observation-trigger function and observation-
reception function

(a) obs− trig[i]: i ∈ I, A[i]
rbt → {true, false} ,

(b) obs− rec[i]: i ∈ I, X [i] xW [i] xA[i]
rbt → W [i]

(ii) stf [i]: W [i] xA[i]
env →W [i],i ∈ I, called the state-transition function

(iii) ctl[i]: X [i] x W [i] x A
[i]
env → U [i] ,i ∈ I, called (motion) control functions, whereU [i] is the

selected action based on the state.

5.1.2 Initialization and Updates of State

In OBSERVATION-BASED COOPERATION, each robot knows its physical position,X [i], and

state,W [i]. The state,W [i], includes the occupancy map (occ−map) and frontier map (f −map).

Possible states for theocc −map are unknown, open, and occluded. Possible states forf −map

include unknown, frontier, visited, and pruned. The visited state refers to visited frontiers and the

pruned state refers to area covered by other robots. Theocc −map andf −map are initially set

to unknown. Thestate-transition functionupdates the state based on local sensing of open and

occluded area and maintains the frontier map (Algorithm 4.1, lines 3 - 23).

5.1.3 Implicit Communication (Observation)

The OBS-REC function maps observations to state updates by prohibitingpoints by the ob-

served robot from becoming frontiers (lines 24 - 33). In addition, if the observed is already in the
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Algorithm 5.1: Observation-based Cooperation Exploration Part 1

1 Robot Network Robot team with range-limited sensing,r, and sensing of own
position in unknown bounded environment,p ∈ R

2 ;
2 Alphabet A: p x {Open,Occluded} ∪ {null} ;
3 Processor StateW [i] = (occ-map, f-map), where
4 occ-map:p x {OPEN, OCCLUDED, UNKNOWN}, initially unknown for allp

;
5 f-map:p x {FALSE, TRUE, PRUNED, OFF}, initially false for all p
function stf(W [i], Aenv);

6 foreacho ∈ Aenv do
7 if occ-map(o) is UNKNOWNthen
8 if f-map(o) is TRUEthen
9 f-map(o) is OFF

10 end
11 if perimeter(o) anddist(X [i], o) < r then
12 occ-map(o) = OCCLUDED;
13 else
14 occ-map(o) = OPEN;
15 foreacha ∈ adjacent(o) do
16 if f-map(a) is FALSE and occ-map(a) is UNKNOWNthen
17 f-map(a) = FRONTIER
18 end
19 end
20 end
21 end
22 end
23 return (W [i]);
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Algorithm 5.1: Observation-based Cooperation Exploration Part 2

24 function obs-rec(W [i], Arbt);
25 foreach obs ∈ Arbt do
26 {obsregion} = proximity(obs);
27 foreachor ∈ {obsregion} do
28 if f-map(or) is FRONTIERthen
29 f-map(or) = PRUNED
30 end
31 end
32 end
33 return W [i] function ctl(X [i],W [i], Aenv);
34 pGoal={null};
35 pLength=∞;
36 foreachpt ∈ {f-map(p)==TRUE} do
37 if pLength< pathLength(X [i],pt) then
38 pLength=pathLength(X [i],pt);
39 pGoal=pt
40 end
41 end
42 if pGoal==null then
43 foreachpt ∈ {f-map(p)==PRUNED} do
44 if pLength< pathLength(X [i],pt) then
45 pLength=pathLength(X [i],pt);
46 pGoal=pt
47 end
48 end
49 end
50 return followPath(X [i],pgoal,Aenv);
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FRONTIER state, then the robot updates the state of the area as beingPRUNED. Pruning

involves removing subtrees, or search area, that may be irrelevant at the time [101]. This indi-

cates that the area is assumed to be covered by another robot and can be visited, or backtracked

to, at a later time. Observations affect frontiers but do notaffect occupancy maps. Updates to the

occupancy maps may cause problems with path planning.

Goal Selection

TheCTL function creates a path from the robot position to its next goal or unvisited location.

The closest goal to the current robot position is selected (lines 41 - 50). Previous work suggests that

observation errors affect coverage completion. As a robot observe another robot it makes assump-

tions that are at times inaccurate resulting in a degradation in performance at the end of a coverage

task [91]. Therefore, first the robot attempts to choose the closet vertex in theFRONTIER state.

If there are no vertices in theFRONTIER state left, then the robot backtracks the closest vertex

in thePRUNED state. Backtracking corrects some observation errors by eliminating the possi-

bility that it was not searched by another robot [101]. As a result, robots return back to the frontiers

they marked off as being covered by other robots (lines 42 - 50).

Benefits of Pruning and Backtracking

Pruning only occurs when robots are temporally and spatially close enough to observe one

another. As a robot observes another robot, it removes search area that is assumed covered by

another robot allowing coverage to expand. Although those areas are removed from their search,

backtracking enables robots to revisit these areas for someassurance they are being covered. Back-

tracking results in a more complete coverage by providing some redundancy toward the end of the

search.

This algorithm is referred to as OB-BASED COOPERATION W/ BACKTRACKING. The algo-

rithm in which robots do not backtrack is referred to as OB-BASED COOPERATION.
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Practical Considerations

There are many practical considerations to successfully using observation to support cooper-

ation. First, the ability to accurately identify the position (range and bearing) of nearby robots is a

challenge. Although this is an active field of research, several approaches seem promising includ-

ing shape classifiers [102, 103], features classifiers [104], or neural network classifiers [105].

Second, no robot in the team has a complete view of the work to be completed. This may

prevent the team from completing the exploration. Previouswork on similar algorithms (partial

shared state) shows the initial performance boost gained through reduced interference overshadows

slower coverage rates after 90% of the exploration is complete.

Finally, although the algorithms presented presume a simplistic spatial decomposition (points

or cells), other methods for persisting coverage progress and occupancy are more advantageous.

Occupancy grids, [100], provide a probabilistic view of occupancy incrementally composed from

sensor data. Thresholding is used to determine cell status (unknown, open, occupied). Stachniss

and Burgard [106] prefer to use probabilities to indicate the amount of coverage in a cell rather

than the probability of coverage. Either method can be used within the presented algorithms.

5.2 Simulations

To show the usefulness of observation in cooperative exploration, present algorithm com-

parisons in simulation. There is a comparison of implicit cooperation approach based on mes-

saging to share state (DIRECT COMM described in Section 5.1), with the observation-based ap-

proaches without backtracking (OBSERVATION-BASED COOPERATION) and with backtracking

(OBSERVATION-BASED COOPERATION W/ BACKTRACKING), and NO COMM where robots each

complete a frontier exploration uninformed by the actions or state of others.
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Figure 5.1: Simulation environments 1 and 2 were 16x16 meters with four obstacles representing
a stadium and city block.

Figure 5.2: Simulation environment 3 was 6x6 meters with obstacles representing two rooms and
a hallway.

5.2.1 Simulation Setup and Results

To investigate the properties of each approach, experiments were conducted in the 3-D physics-

based simulator, Webots. The robots’ locations were determined by the robots’ odometry, a global

positioning system (GPS), and a compass. To simulate robotsoperating in similar real world en-

vironments, a GPS was added for localization. The controller was written in the C programming

language and experiments were performed on a Dual Core 2.33 GHz machine running Linux with

2GB of RAM. Additional information on simulation setup can be found in Appendix A.

Twenty trials for each approach were conducted with a three-robot team in both large and

small environments for comparison. The large environmentsinclude cluttered and open areas

Figure 5.3: The 20x27 simulated office environment configuration
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Approach 50% Cover
Time (m)

σ 90% Cover
Time (m)

σ

Open

No Comm 13.24 2.98 34.41 2.90
Direct Comm 7.51 1.23 19.99 2.79
Ob Coop 9.19 2.27 25.40 6.76
Ob Coop w/ Backtracking 7.81 1.39 20.46 3.39

Cluttered

No Comm 11.27 4.10 34.13 11.89
Direct Comm 7.51 3.35 23.70 12.01
Ob Coop 7.19 2.80 18.58 4.68
Ob Coop w/ Backtracking 9.07 2.21 22.84 6.26

Indoor

No Comm 1.02 0.08 2.94 0.85
Direct Comm 0.67 0.02 2.79 0.58
Ob Coop 0.68 0.02 2.94 0.66
Ob Coop w/ Backtracking 0.71 0.06 2.45 0.78

Office

No Comm 30.87 11.75 - -
Direct Comm 19.01 5.02 52.76 15.87
Ob Coop 20.28 18.67 - -
Ob Coop w/ Backtracking 16.06 6.91 122.92 74.45

Table 5.1: Averages for 50% and 90% coverage for each approach in all environments in simula-
tion.

that represent large outdoor areas (Figure 5.1 and 5.2) and an office environment (Figure 5.3)

similar to one used in [94]. The small indoor environment is used for comparison to the real world

environment (Figure 5.2). Figures 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7 compare average coverage over time for

each approach. Table 5.1 shows the averages for 50% and 90% coverage of the environment.

5.2.2 Analysis of Simulations

In NO COMM, robots each complete the frontier exploration without sharing state or intent.

Without a cooperative strategy, robots duplicate exploration. NO COMM achieves slow rates of

exploring new areas. In the cluttered and indoor environments in Figure 5.1, OB-BASED COOP-

ERATION W/ BACKTRACKING performed the best (Figures 5.5 and 5.6). However, in the open

outdoor environment, DIRECT COMM and OB-BASED COOPERATION W/ BACKTRACKING per-

formed comparably (Figure 5.4). InOBSERVATION-BASED COOPERATION, the state updates re-

move frontiers around the observed position of teammates toreduce duplicate work without direct

messaging. There are three phases that influence performance. Since the robots start close to each

other, robots have the ability to use their sensing of nearbyrobots to disperse allowing for initially
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Figure 5.4: Coverage over time for all approaches in the simulated open outdoor environment.
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Figure 5.5: Coverage over time for all approaches in the simulated cluttered outdoor environment
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Figure 5.6: Coverage over time for all approaches in the simulated indoor environment.
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Figure 5.7: Coverage over time for all approaches in the simulated office environment.
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fast coverage. Once robots no longer sense each other, visiting unpruned areas allows for compa-

rable coverage. As robots backtrack through pruned areas, the rates at which new area is explored

increases slowly.

To investigate the use ofOBSERVATION-BASED COOPERATION, simulations were conducted

in a more complex environment (Figure 5.3). The difference between the approaches is more

significant in the cluttered office environment as DIRECT COMM performance increases over the

other approaches (Figure 5.7). Since the environment contains many walls, robots are less likely

to observe one another affecting coverage. In some cases with NO COMM and OB-BASED CO-

OPERATION, 90% coverage was not reached after two hours (Table 5.1). However, in all the

environments, the use of pruning and backtracking allows for better coverage in OB-BASED CO-

OPERATION W/ BACKTRACKING than if robots do not backtrack (OB-BASED COOPERATION).

5.3 Physical Robot Experiments: Simulated Observation

To validate the results gathered from simulations, real robot experiments were conducted. The

physical robot experiments provide realistic view of the performance given the inaccuracies of the

incorporated sensors. In this set of experiments, observation is simulated by having a central server

communicate to each robot when there is another robot withintwo meters. This approach allows

evaluation of the algorithm with perfect observation in which robots can observe with a360 ◦ field

of view.

5.3.1 Experimental Setup and Results

Experiments were conducted using K-Team Koala robots equipped with a Dual Core 1.60

GHz machine running Ubuntu with 2GB of RAM (Appendix A reports detail on physical robot

experimental setup). The environments used in the experiments included a 6x6 open area and an

area similar to the indoor environment in simulations (Figure 5.2). Five trials with a three-robot

team were executed.
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Approach 50% Cover
Time (m)

σ 90% Cover
Time (m)

σ

Open

No Comm 0.60 0.11 3.17 0.43
Direct Comm 0.57 0.60 2.72 3.20
Ob Coop 0.73 0.07 3.57 0.70
Ob Coop w/ Backtracking 0.75 0.06 2.96 6.26

Cluttered

No Comm 1.77 0.43 5.96 1.34
Direct Comm 1.57 0.43 3.71 0.74
Ob Coop 1.56 0.05 4.68 1.42
Ob Coop w/ Backtracking 1.23 0.48 4.50 1.08

Table 5.2: Averages for 50% and 90% coverage for each approach for the real environments.
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Figure 5.8: Coverage over time for all approaches in the openreal world environment.

Data collected is presented in Table 5.2 and includes the average amount of time it takes the

robot team to cover the area by 50% and 90%. Figures 5.8 and 5.9show averages of coverage

over time. Averages were calculated from the ground truth position data gathered by the Stargazer

localization system.

5.3.2 Analysis

The results from the experiments largely matched the simulated results. The OB-BASED CO-

OPERATION W/ BACKTRACKING provided better exploration rates than The OB-BASED COOPER-

ATION and comparable to DIRECT COMM. Figures 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12 show robot dispersal and

coverage of a full deployment in the real cluttered environment. Robots using DIRECT COMM and
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Figure 5.9: Coverage over time for all approaches in the cluttered real world environment.
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Figure 5.10: The paths of a robot team using DIRECT COMM.

OB-BASED COOPERATIONdid not cover part of the environment. The advantages of backtracking

to pruned areas is illustrated with OB-BASED COOPERATION W/ BACKTRACKING as robots have

more complete coverage.

Both approaches have elements that affect performance morein real experiments than in sim-

ulations. DIRECT COMM is subject to communication network limitations [1] and propagated

odometry error [107]. OB-BASED COOPERATION W/ BACKTRACKING is sensitive to assump-

tions based on observation as robots assume areas are being covered [91]. Results suggest that

observation-based approaches provide alternatives to digital messaging.
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Figure 5.11: The path of a robot team using OB COOP.
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Figure 5.12: The path of a robot team using OB COOP W/BACKTRACKING.
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Figure 5.13: Robots used the ARToolkit for observation of other robots. The ARToolkit uses image
processing to detect markers placed throughout the environment.

5.4 Physical Robot Experiments: Visual Observation

In the previous set of experiments, observation was mimicked using simulation of observed

position. In this set of experiments, robots use vision to observe one another. In addition, while

the previous set of experiments were performed in small indoor environments, this section presents

results for a larger area.

5.4.1 Experimental Setup and Results

Three K-team Koala robots were used for physical experiments. The real robots were equipped

with a Hokuyo URG laser range finder to detect distances. The robots were also equipped with a

Dual Core 1.6GHz machine running Ubuntu with 2GB of RAM. The controller was written in the

C programming language and integrated in the Robot Operating System (ROS), an open-source

software framework that provides libraries and tools to help in robot software development [108].

ROS was used because it has tools for image processing incorporated.

For observation, markers from ARToolkit [109] were placed on top of the robots along with a

Playstation Eye camera with a60 ◦ field of view to detect markers (Figure 5.13). The ARToolKit

has libraries that use image processing to identify markersand to calculate positional data. Placing
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Figure 5.14: Coverage over time for the physical open environment.

Approach 50% Cover
Time (m)

σ 90% Cover
Time (m)

σ

Open

No Comm 0.60 0.11 3.17 0.43
Direct Comm 0.57 0.60 2.72 3.20
Ob Coop w/ Backtracking (vi-
sion)

0.33 0.19 3.11 1.18

Cluttered

No Comm 1.77 0.43 5.96 1.34
Direct Comm 1.57 0.43 3.71 0.74
Ob Coop w/ Backtracking (vi-
sion)

1.23 0.48 4.50 1.08

Table 5.3: Averages for 50% and 90% coverage for each approach for the real environments.

markers on top of robots allowed estimation of distance between and bearing of nearby robots.

Additional details on experimental setup can be found in theappendix.

Open and Cluttered Indoor Environment

For comparison, theOBSERVATION-BASED COOPERATION WITH BACKTRACKINGalgorithm

using vision was conducted in the same open and cluttered environment as the previous experi-

ments. Figures 5.14 and 5.15 shows the average coverage overtime for all robots. In the open
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Figure 5.15: Coverage over time for the real cluttered environment.

environment, team performance was comparable to when robots used direct communications (Ta-

ble 5.3). However, in the cluttered environment, there was better team performance with direct

communications during all trials. Robots were not able to see each other as often in the cluttered

environment because of obstacles.

Observation of other robots varied greatly between trials.In some trials a robot may not

observe any nearby team members but in other trials as many as200 nodes would be pruned as a

Table 5.4: Nodes that are pruned but not eventually searchedby team mates can cause an
observation-based search to be incomplete.

Pruned
Nodes

Pruned
but not

Error
Rate

(mean) σ searched
nodes
(mean)

σ

Open 150.83 64.5612.75 18.358.5%
Cluttered 121.11 58.4225.45 24.3021.0%

Wide-open Area 142.50 60.6255.00 4.24 38.6%
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Figure 5.16: Results for wide area coverage for a robot team using direct communication and
OBSERVATION-BASED COOPERATIONparadigms.

result of observations. In the cluttered environments, robots observed team mates less often than

in the open environment.

Pruning areas that are not subsequently searched can cause asearch not to complete. Table

5.4 shows the average number of nodes that were pruned correctly (searched) during observation-

based exploration OBSERVATION-BASED COOPERATION. Fewer errors occurred in open areas

(8% of nodes ) where previously pruned areas were not searched by team mates. Cluttered areas

had both a higher error rate (21% of pruned nodes remained unsearched by team mates) as well as

a lower rate of pruning areas.

Wide open environment

In this set of experiments, robots explored a wide open indoor area of a building atrium. Figure

5.16 illustrates the total area covered versus time for direct communications andOBSERVATION-

BASED COOPERATION in wide-open area. The results suggest that direct communication has a

comparable performance toOBSERVATION-BASED COOPERATION. Although there were 38.6% of

pruned area that was not searched, robots were able to efficiently search the area. In the beginning

of exploration, robots spread out as they observe one another. This allows them to search and

expand in different sub-trees.
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5.4.2 Analysis

Similarly to the previous sections’ results, observation-based cooperation demonstrates a

three-slope phase with faster coverage towards the end. In the beginning, exploration is slow

as robots observe other robots and prune those areas from their search tree. In the middle of explo-

ration, robots expand on their search by determining the nearest unprunedα vertices that is least

likely to be visited by another robot (determine by previously observed bearing). Towards the end

of exploration, robots move further apart allowing for faster coverage as they expand on separate

parts of the search tree.

5.5 Conclusions

An approach that uses observation to infer state to coordinate robots is presented. Observation

is used to direct immediate and long term action selection through state updates. It is shown

how observation can leverage spatial and temporal localityand use pruning and backtracking to

improve coverage. Experiments illustrate the usefulness of OBSERVATION-BASED COOPERATION

to coordinate robots in exploration. Results suggest that observation can provide an alternative to

direct communications in wide open areas.

OBSERVATION-BASED COOPERATIONis discussed as a viable strategy for multirobot explo-

ration. Although observation does not support explorationthroughout the process, it does provide

a boost to the exploration rate through a reduction in duplicate coverage for a good portion of the

exploration. Given it is counter intuitive that observation can provide sufficient direction for ex-

ploration, a rationale is presented for how observation canleverage spatial and temporal locality in

much the same way as other direct messaging implicit cooperation strategies.
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CHAPTER 6

SECTOR-SEARCH WITH RENDEZVOUS

In cooperative multirobot systems, communication can speed up completion, reduce redun-

dancy, and prevent interference between robots. Interference occurs when robots try to occupy

the same space resulting in time spent avoiding. Therefore,reducing interference can improve

team performance. In this chapter, an approach that overcomes communication limitations while

reducing interference is presented.

SECTOR SEARCH WITH RENDEZVOUSallows robots to explore in sectors, or designated ar-

eas, resulting in less interference. Instead of continuously passing messages throughout the entire

exploration, robots explore and then rendezvous to communicate what was found. Small teams of

intelligent robots were used to cover a large open area that represents an outdoor environment such

as a city block. SECTOR SEARCH WITH RENDEZVOUSis compared to other direct communica-

tion and rendezvous approaches. It is hypothesized thatSECTOR SEARCH WITH RENDEZVOUSis

efficient in coordinating robots in coverage tasks of wide open areas.

6.1 Approach

6.1.1 Frontier-based Exploration

All approaches in this chapter use the coverage algorithm, frontier-based exploration. In a

frontier-based [98] algorithm, robots recursively explore an unknown area while building a cel-

lular representation [100]. Robots detect frontiers and visit them to gain more knowledge about

the environment thereby recursively exploring. Frontiers, unknown, open, and occupied space are

represented with occupancy grids. Robots use a distance sensor to determine whether a space is oc-

cupied, open, or a frontier cell. When the robots communicate, they explicitly broadcast messages
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to all other robots. These messages are deliberately transmitted and received through point-to-point

communications. Open cells information is shared. Additional details on the exploration algorithm

and communications used are reported in Appendix A.4 and A.5.

6.1.2 Sector Search with Rendezvous

The SECTOR SEARCH WITH RENDEZVOUS approach is designed to allow a robot team to

explore an unknown environment. The goal of the robots is to collaboratively explore a large open

area without using continuous message passing throughout the entire exploration. Instead, robots

rendezvous to exchange information about what they have discovered. The following assumptions

are made:

• Robots are equipped with a global positioning sensor (GPS) for localization and to share a
global map.

• The environment is wide open and unknown (e.g. outdoor).
• Robots start close to each other and share a common frame of reference.
• Robots are homogeneous and capable of exploring the environment on their own.
• Robot teams are small allowing for a limited number of messages at rendezvous.
• When robots communicate, messages are intentionally transmitted and received from robot

to robot.

The Algorithm

With sector search, robots explore a pre-agreed coverage areas using frontier-based explo-

ration. As an asynchronous approach, robots select frontier areas based on individual utility allow-

ing fault tolerance against individuals being disable or out of range.

The area is divided into designated areas for each robot. Theteam decides on designated areas

from similar start locations. For example, a robot may be designated to explore the most eastern

part of the environment while another is designated to explore the most northern part. Because

dividing the area into designated areas can cause uneven assignment, robots can explore outside

their sectors after completing their own sector.
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Figure 6.1: The robots search in sectors, or designated areas, and then rendezvous to exchange
map information. The paths of the robots are shown, with the starting point and initial rendezvous
location at point 1. The diagram on the right shows the area that has been covered.

Figure 6.2: The robots search in sectors, or designated areas, and then rendezvous to exchange
map information. The paths of the robots are shown, with the starting point and initial rendezvous
location at point 1. Subsequent rendezvous locations are determine after each meeting. The second
rendezvous location is shown at point 2. The diagram on the right shows the area that has been
covered.

Although the robots are exploring designated areas within sectors, they still execute the

frontier-based exploration algorithm within their area. Sector search is beneficial in large environ-

ments with few robots because robots spread out more in theirassigned areas. If the environment is

large and they do not explore in designated areas then they may end up exploring in the same area.

In addition, when robots rendezvous, it is more likely that they are sharing new area information if

they explore in designated areas.
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Sector Designation

Although the environment is unknown, robots can be designated bearings from the start point.

In the beginning of coverage, robots start at adjacent locations. This area of the environment can

be represented as a semicircle. The arc of a semicircle always measures to 180◦. If there areN

robots then 180◦/N indicates the angles of the sectors robots should cover. Forexample, in the

experiments of this work, there are three robots. Therefore, robots distribute at 60◦ angles from

each other.

Rendezvous Locations

One of the most important factors in rendezvous is choosing rendezvous locations. It is diffi-

cult to determine locations in an unknown environment. Robots explore and build a map individu-

ally to share with other robots. If a robot receives conflicting map information from other robots, it

uses the latest information received to update its map. Although, they share map information when

they meet, they may not always have the complete map. For example, robots may not agree on a

location because the location does not lie in every robot’s map. In addition, robots may not make it

to a location in time. Both cases result in robots having partial and varying maps. However, either

way robots can still effectively cover the environment since they search in separate areas.

In our algorithm, rendezvous locations are determined individually by each robot. The robots

start exploration in adjacent locations. The initial rendezvous location is at the start point. Subse-

quent rendezvous locations are decided at each rendezvous.If robots have successful rendezvous,

they will have similar maps after meeting. On the contrary, if they do have successful rendezvous

and are not able to communicate, then they will not have similar maps. However, after each sched-

uled rendezvous, robots choose the most central point in their map as the next rendezvous location.

Robots are equipped with a global positioning sensor (GPS) for position estimation since

odometry errors can accumulate over time. Although a solution for multirobot SLAM [18] could

be used instead, there are other issues that would need to be addressed [110]. For instance, in larger

areas, there can be a data association problem if landmarks cannot be uniquely identified. However,
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sector search can be used in conjunction with a SLAM solution. For example, sector search mimics

how human teams coordinate search to cover an area to gain situational awareness quickly. This

initial situational awareness can be used to plan subsequent actions using other approaches such as

mapping.

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 illustrate the paths of a three-robot team exploring in sectors and their

first two rendezvous locations. The location at point 1 showsthe starting points of the robots and

the initial rendezvous location. After the initial rendezvous, the robots each decide on their next

rendezvous located at point 2.

Rendezvous Parameters

Other important aspects of rendezvous are choosing the timebetween when robots should

rendezvous and the duration of the rendezvous itself. If robots do not meet often enough then large

amount of messages may be passed when they do meet. However, if they meet too often, they

spend more time meeting than exploring.

The duration of a rendezvous can also be influential on performance. If the duration is not long

enough, then robots may not have enough time to make it to the rendezvous point and exchange

information. In contrast, if the duration is too long, then they are wasting time after communicat-

ing. These two parameters are tested by two variations of thealgorithm: SECTOR REND 1 and

SECTOR REND 2.

In SECTOR REND 1, communication is limited in that only information that was discovered

after the last rendezvous will be shared. In other words, environment information is shared only

once at the next rendezvous. Therefore, if robots are not able to make it to the rendezvous location,

they will miss the information sent by other robots. However, with SECTOR REND 2, robots send

all the map information they have gathered from beginning ofexecution every time they meet.

Therefore, SECTORREND 2 should be assigned a longer rendezvous duration than SECTORREND

1.
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For both SECTOR REND 1 and SECTOR REND 2, the initial rendezvous is set to happen after

two minutes of exploring. Subsequent rendezvous are every five minutes. This gives the robots

enough time to cover a good portion of the environment and return. The rendezvous durations for

SECTOR REND 1 and SECTOR REND 2 are two minutes and six minutes; respectively. Additional

time is needed for SECTOR REND 2 since the robots communicate all environment information

that was found from the beginning of the search every rendezvous.

6.1.3 Approaches for Comparison

To demonstrateSECTOR SEARCH WITH RENDEZVOUS, it is compared to NO COMM, PROX

COMM, FULL COMM, which are frontier-based exploration approaches with no rendezvous, and

the ROLE-BASED approach described in [111].

In the NO COMM approach, there is no direct communications between robots. Each robot

only relies on their perception of the environment. However, with the FULL COMM and PROX

COMM approaches, robots explicitly broadcast messages to all other robots. The only difference

between the FULL COMM and PROX COMM is that with PROX COMM robots only communicate

with other robots that they sense within five meters. The following section describes the ROLE-

BASED presented in [111] in more detail.

6.1.4 Role-based with Dynamic Team Hierarchy

In [111], de Hoog et al. demonstrated role-based exploration with a dynamic team hierarchy.

As noted in the related work section, some robots (Relays) relay information between robots and

a central command centre while others (Explorers) continueto explore using frontier exploration.

Subsequent rendezvous points are pushed deeper and deeper into the environment, leading to full

exploration. When two robots enter one another’s communication range, they examine whether it

is advantageous for them to swap roles, i.e. for each to take on the other’s task. If yes, they swap

roles and exploration continues.

The main differences between sector-based exploration androle-based exploration are:
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Figure 6.3: The environment for simulations was 16x16 meters with four 4x4 meter obstacles.

• Role-based exploration requires a team hierarchy whereas sector-based exploration does not
• In role-based exploration, meetings occur between robots pairwise whereas in sector-based

exploration all robots meet simultaneously
• Role-based exploration typically aims to gather all information at a single, central location,

which is not the case in sector-based exploration

6.2 Simulations

6.2.1 Simulation Setup

The SECTOR REND, NO COMM, FULL COMM and PROX COMM approaches were simulated

in the 3-D physics-based simulator, Webots [93]. The controller was written in the C programming

language and experiments were performed on a Dual Core 2.33 GHz machine running Linux with

2GB of RAM. More detail of simulation setup is reported in Appendix A.

The performance of each approach is measured by examining the percentage of coverage and

amount of time taken to cover an area. The NO COMM approach serves as the baseline experi-

ment for comparison against the other approaches. The goal of the experiments was to determine

whether communicating only during rendezvous is a good alternative to continuous message pass-

ing. The environment used to run the simulations was 16×16 meters with four 4×4 meter obsta-

cles representing a city block (Figure 6.3). Twenty trials for each approach were conducted with a

three-robot team.

The best approach for SECTOR REND and the ROLE-BASED approach were simulated in

MRESim, a JAVA-based simulation environment [66]. Currently, MRESim assumes perfect sensor

data and localization. However, the simulator is used for the purpose of comparison to previous
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50%
Cover
Time
(m)

σ 90%
Cover
Time
(m)

σ

No Comm 6.63 1.42 20.97 3.83
Full Comm 4.71 0.44 16.98 3.17
Prox Comm 5.35 0.63 15.92 3.32
Sector Rend 1 7.04 0.33 15.37 3.47
Sector Rend 2 7.06 0.31 14.95 2.17

Table 6.1: Averages for 50% and 90% coverage for each approach.

work. Each approach was simulated in the same environment shown in Figure 6.3. Three trials for

each approach were conducted with a three-robot team.

6.2.2 Simulation Results

Data collected include the average time that the team required to explore at least 50% and

90% of the environment for each approach. Data also includesall averages of coverage over time.

Figure 6.4 illustrates the comparison between robots usingNO COMM, FULL COMM and

PROX COMM. Inspecting the figure, FULL COMM and PROX COMM have similar performance.

However, FULL COMM covers more area at first and PROX COMM covers more at the end of

exploration. On average, PROX COMM reaches 90% almost one minute faster than FULL COMM

(Table 6.1).

Figure 6.5 illustrates theSECTOR SEARCH WITH RENDEZVOUSalgorithms. Overall, when

compared with no communications they performed better. However, there is a point in the be-

ginning of execution where the robots using no communications covered more than those using

SECTOR REND 1 and SECTOR REND 2. In Table 6.1, it shows that at 50% coverage, no commu-

nications is outperforming by more than 0.41 seconds. In addition, SECTOR REND 1 and SECTOR

REND 2 are very similar in performance to each other until about 90% at which then SECTOR

REND 2 had better performance.
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Figure 6.4: A comparison of coverage and time for a robot teamwith no communications, di-
rect communications during an entire exploration, and direct communications only when they are
within close proximity of another robot.
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Figure 6.5: A comparison of coverage and time for a robot teamwith no communications and
algorithms of theSECTOR SEARCH WITH RENDEZVOUS.

As shown in Figure 6.6, SECTOR REND 2 and PROX COMM have comparable results. SEC-

TOR REND 2 on average covered 90% of the area quicker than PROX COMM (Table 6.1). However,

PROX COMM demonstrated better coverage time between 30% and 70% (Figure 6.5).

Table 6.1 shows the average times for when at least 50% and 90%of the area was covered

by the three-robot team. On average, FULL COMM reached 50% coverage the faster. However,

SECTOR REND 2 approached 90% quicker. Figure 6.5 shows PROX COMM and SECTOR REND 2

performed similarly after 90%.

Finally, Figure 6.7 illustrates coverage and time for threeruns each of the SECTOR REND

and the ROLE-BASED approaches. While ROLE-BASED exploration outperforms sector-based ex-

ploration in the early stages, the advantages of sector based exploration soon become evident as
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Figure 6.6: A comparison of coverage and time for a robot teamwith no communications, direct
communications only when they are within close proximity ofanother robot, andSECTOR SEARCH

WITH RENDEZVOUS approach.

Figure 6.7: Coverage and time for Role-based and Sector Search Rendezvous.

its coverage improves. This confirms that sector-based exploration is a better solution for open,

outdoor environments (whereas role-based exploration typically has the greatest advantages in

communication-limited, narrow and obstacle filled environments).

6.2.3 Analysis

Results suggest that the alternative of having robots only communicate when in close proxim-

ity PROX COMM with each other performs better than communicating during the entire exploration

(FULL COMM). With FULL COMM, robots have more messages to process allowing for less time

to explore. It also demonstrates how information that is close in both time and space is useful in

immediate action selection.
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SECTOR REND 1 and SECTOR REND 2 had comparable performance but show a decrease in

performance to the point where it was under no communications during the beginning of execution

(Figure 6.5). It illustrates how taking the time to rendezvous can affect coverage. Instead of explor-

ing, robots are meeting to exchange information. In addition, SECTOR REND 1 decrease towards

the end of execution due to the amount of communications and longer rendezvous duration.

Although PROX COMM and SECTOR REND 2 had the best performance (Figure 6.6), they

both have advantages and disadvantages. When robots only communicate when they are in close

proximity with each other, they do not have to waste time to rendezvous. However, in wide open

environments with small teams, there is a chance that they may not ever be in close distance of

each other. In wide open environments, rendezvous is beneficial because robots make an effort to

meet instead of relying on the chance they may come in close proximity of other robots.

The utilization of rendezvous to overcome communication limitations is illustrated in both the

SECTOR REND and the ROLE-BASED approaches. They are similar because they use rendezvous

but task assignment is different. For example, in ROLE-BASED, robots are heterogeneous and

assigned the specific roles of Explorers and Relays. In SECTOR REND, robots are homogeneous

and are assigned designated areas to search. The combination of sector search and rendezvous is

beneficially unique. Although sector search could be implemented without rendezvous, it offers

another way to coordinate robots by preventing additional interference and duplication.

6.3 Conclusions

An approach that usesSECTOR SEARCH WITH RENDEZVOUSto coordinate robots in an ex-

ploration task of a unknown large open environment is presented. Our approach is compared to

other communication paradigms in simulation. Results suggest thatSECTOR SEARCH WITH REN-

DEZVOUS leads to gains over approaches having no communications, iscomparable to when robots

communicate only with other robots in close proximity, and outperforms role-based exploration in

open environments.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

Cooperative multirobot systems are advantageous in wide area coverage applications such as

search and rescue, surveillance, and toxic waste clean-up.Deploying robots instead of humans can

prevent human casualties as well as speed up completion. To cooperatively complete tasks so that

work is not duplicated, robots must communicate.

Communication among team members is achieved explicitly orimplicitly. In explicit com-

munication, messages are intentionally transmitted and received from robot to robot. In implicit

communication, robots observe the environment and other robot actions. Although many systems

use explicit communications, persistent intra-team digital communications is not guaranteed. For

example, limited communications bandwidth is a common issue with explicit communications. If

robots are exchanging large amounts of information then they run into the risk of receiving incom-

plete information due to limited bandwidth. In addition, latency of message loads has been found

to affect team performance. As message loads increase, teamperformance degrades. Therefore,

alternative approaches other than continuous message passing throughout exploration is needed.

In this dissertation, first the importance of spacial and temporal locality of information shared

is discussed. In Chapter 5, there is description of howOBSERVATION-BASED COOPERATION

leverages spatial and temporal localities of information to coordinate a robot team. Information

shared between robots that are close has more influence on action selection than information shared

between robots that are farther apart. In Chapter 6,SECTOR SEARCH WITH RENDEZVOUSis pre-

sented. In this approach, robots explore an area in sectors and then communicate what was found
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during periodic rendezvous. Instead of continuous messagepassing, robots meet and exchange in-

formation after exploring their sector. Results from simulations and physical robot experiments in-

dicate that bothOBSERVATION-BASED COOPERATIONandSECTOR-SEARCH WITH RENDEZVOUS

can serve as alternatives to explicit communications.

7.1 Contributions

The following are the main contributions to robotics literature.

• An explanation of how spatial and temporal locality provideinsight on what information

is relevant in subsequent coverage activities. Information shared between robots that are

close has more influence on action selection than information shared between robots that are

farther apart.

• A cooperation paradigm that uses implicit communications in the form of observation to

infer state rather than rely on digital messaging. Observation leverages spatial and temporal

locality and is likely to occur when robots are close and information is more useful.

• An cooperation paradigm with spatial rendezvous and sectorsearch. Robots use rendezvous

to exchange information instead of continuously passing messages. Robots explore an en-

vironment in sectors, or designated areas, and periodically meet to communicate map infor-

mation of what they explored.

7.2 Future Work

This dissertation describes cooperation paradigms that overcome communications in multi-

robot wide area coverage. The work presented can be extendedin the following ways.

• Evaluating performance of cooperation algorithms in the metrics of energy consumption

(path length), memory overhead, and the speedup of adding additional robots.
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• Conducting experiments in larger outdoor environments with additional robots including

unmanned aerial vehicles.

• Implementation of hybrid communication schemes that utilizes both implicit and explicit

communications. In one approach, robots implicitly communicate to other robots that are

close and explicitly communicate with robots that are farther away.

• Applying biological and cognitive sciences for inspiration for controlling robots. Since many

previous biological inspired approaches are concentratedon social insects, studying other

animal societies could be beneficial.
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APPENDIX A

Simulations and Physical Experiments Set-up

Simulations and physical experiments were conducted to demonstrate the approaches. The

control program, written in the C programming language, wasessentially the same for both the

simulated and real experiments. The robotic platform used was the K-Team Koala (Figure A.1).

A.1 Simulations

The simulation environment used was Webots [93], a 3-D physics-based mobile robot sim-

ulator. While other 3-D simulators could have been utilized, Webots was chosen as the tool for

comparison because it provides a fast, easy to use, high fidelity simulation. It also includes typical

features that are found in popular simulators. In addition,Webots provides a K-Team Koala robotic

model.

The simulations were performed on a Dual Core 2.33GHz Linux machine with 2GB of RAM.

A wheel encoder noise (based on a Gaussian distribution) wasadded to the trials ran in simulation

to compensate for error in the real world. The robots in simulation used global positioning sensor

(GPS) for localization as well as a laser range finder.

A.2 Physical Experiments

The K-team Koala robots were also equipped with a Dual Core 1.6GHz machine running

Ubuntu with 2GB of RAM. Twenty trials were run in simulationsand five trials were run in phys-

ical environment for each environment. The real robots wereequipped with a Hokuyo URG laser

range finder and a Hagisonic StarGazer Localization System (used to mitigate sensor error). A

driver was written for the K-team Koala platform for communication between the controller and

the robot’s sensors and actuators.
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Figure A.1: K-Team Koala robots were used for robot experiments.

A.2.1 Visual Observation

The experiments for which robots used visual observation had a different implementation.

The same controller was used but it was integrated with the Robot Operating System (ROS). ROS

is an open-source software framework that provides libraries and tools to help in robot software

development [108]. ROS was used because it has tools for image processing incorporated.

For observation, markers from ARToolkit [109] were placed on top of the robots. The AR-

ToolKit has libraries that use image processing to identifymarkers and to calculate positional data.

Placing markers on top of robots allowed them to estimate thedistance between another robot as

well as the bearing of that robot. A Playstation Eye camera with a 60◦ field of view was place

under the bumper of the robots to observe markers.

A.3 Localization

Robots were equipped with a global positioning sensor (GPS)in simulations and the Hag-

isonic StarGazer Localization System in physical experiments for position estimation since odom-

etry errors can accumulate over time. Although a solution for multirobot SLAM [18] could be

used instead, there are other issues that would need to be addressed [110]. For instance, in larger
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or homogeneous areas, there can be a data association problem if landmarks cannot be uniquely

identified. As a result, loop-closing may be difficult if robots cannot return to a trajectory starting

point.

A.4 Communications

In simulations, robots were equipped with an emitter and receiver for communications. In

physical robot experiments, robots rely on a wireless network based on the IEEE 802.11b standards

for communications.

Robots are capable of exploring the area individually. However, with cooperation and com-

munications, the area can be covered quicker. When direct communications is utilized, robots

deliberately transmits and receives messages. Robots commmunicate map information and only

send messages containing whether an area is open. Anderson and Papanikolopoulos [4] demon-

strate that sharing only open cells reduces the number of messages during search allowing for

better performance.

A.5 Coverage Algorithm: Frontier-based Exploration

The greedy algorithm, frontier-based exploration [48], isoften used for robot exploration. In

the frontier-based algorithm, robots recursively explorean unknown area while building a cellular

representation of a map [100]. Frontiers, or boundaries between open and unexplored area, are

detected and visited to gain more knowledge about the environment. Occupancy grids [48] are

used to represent the environment’s unknown, occupied, open space, and frontier areas. Initially,

each cell is set to unknown. Each robot uses a distance sensorto determine if an area is occupied,

open space, or a frontier. As a greedy algorithm, robots choose the closet frontier to visit.
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